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In this paper the author provides a brief overview of 'some of the ways in which

recent sociolinguistic research is contributing to our knowledge of language teaching..
The focus is on the American urban situation, especially as it relates to poor black
children. One of the greatest deterrents to describing such situation has been our
lack of tools and frameworks for studies to be made. The concepts noted in this
paper--the linguistic continuum, the linguistic variable, and the linguistic
situationcoupled with the development of quantitative measurement in linguistic
analysis and a wider approach to fieldwork are leading to a realistic assessment of
the social dimension of language. Certain pedagogical strategies are growing
naturally out of this research. for it is obvious that a more detailed analysis of the
feature being taught will suggest aspects to follow or avoid. A careful analysis of the
focus and target forms suggests that foreign language teaching techniques be
considered in bidialectal or biloquial education. The exact ways to apply these
techniques to native language learning have not been found. and it appears clear
that some of these techniques (such as repetition drills) may not be very useful.
Supnsingly. we have learned that even the linguistic research that is being done
suggests strategies for pedagogy. especially in the sequencing of lessons with these
stigmatized features. (Author/JD)
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For ma4y years now linguists have been interested in the phe-

nomenon of language and society, particularly where whole systems

of language are seen in relation to whol systems of oulture.

Linguistio geographers, of oourse, have lcng been observing a type

of small group language dynamics booed an geograPhy end history.

Then, in the thirties, Bans rurath introduoed the dimension of the

social group to the Linguistio Atlas of the United States and

Canada, although his oriteria for social amering wae never very

popular with other sciences.

atetsandDoes
Sociolinguists are generally ooncerned, with the sooial ispli-

oations of the use and reception of language. They carry out basic

=sear& on language variation, sensitivity and acquisition &mom

social groups of all types including those based on social status,

age, mace, sex, family, friendship units and others. Same of the

topios of sooiolinguistio include dialect geography, bilingualism,

linguistic interference, social dialectology (imploding studies

of sooial stratifioation and minority group speech), language

situations (language rivalries, standardisation, language as a

means of group identifioation and functional styles), and attitudes

toward language.
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ln order to mommodate these topics, sooiolinguists have bar-

rowed researdh teohniques from other disciplines and have developed.

some new analytical modes of their own. It has been mammary, for

example, to reaonceptualim linguistic data as part of a oontinuum

rather than as isolated phenomena. The 000urrence of a grammatioal

feature, for example, oan no longer be interpreted on a purely

qualitative basis, an it ones was. Realising that speakers of a

language, standard or nonstandard, exist in a oantinuum, moio-

linguists find it nen:weary to um quantitative as well as qual-

itative analyses in order to determine the frequency with whiob any

given form oocurs in the epee& of an individual. This notion of

the linguistic continuum enables us to oonceivo of groups of indi-

viduals with similar or identical continua as linguistioally

homoganeous.

The notion of the linguistic variable, first formulated by

Wililu Labov, enables sociolinguists to acoount for oontinuous

ordered variation within linguistio features (Labov 1966). Past

praotioe was to oonsider exceptions to the regular patterns as

free variation, a term somewhat analogous to what fifth grade ohil-

dren call the remainder in a long divteion problem. ln formulating

the aoncept of the linguistic variable, Labor sought to oorrolate

matters hitherto dismissed, as free variation with sudh social ohar-

soteristios as soaial status, race, sex, age and style. When

language is viewed am oode (as linguists historioally treat it),

free variation oontinues to be a valid analytioal tool. But when

language is mea as behavior (as sociolinguists vire it), free

variation oan be moounted for more adequately.



The linguistic situation is another of the oonoepts developed

by sociolinguists. John Gumpers, for example, utilised the concept

of a oommunioation network, particularly a friendship network, to

investigate linguistic oode-switohing between looal erA prestige

dialects in India. Labov (1966) and Wolfram (1969) have made

detailed analyses of the realisation of certain grammatical and

phonologic'si features across speeoh oontexts suoh am oasual, formal

and oral reading.

Prom other disoiplines, linguists have been borrowing heavily,

especially in matters of research designuoognition, statistioal

analyses, attitude measurement and demograOhy.

Identifying theIssues:Systematioity

Of the several ways in which sooiolinguistio researdh is relevant

to language teadhing the most obvious is that of identifying the

issues. Please note that I do not use the term problem here, for

linguistic research is not, in itself, evaluative. An investigation

may clearly reveal that speakers of one sooial class use a linguistic

form far more frequently than it is used by speaker of another socio-

iloonomio status. To the linguists this faot is one of descriptive

differenoe and neither group of speakers is thought of as aberrant.

Certain educators and psychologists who have been publish(ng their

recent research on the disadvantaged child oonoeive of a single

scale toren speakers of a language, leading them to refer to the

black child's speech as deviant from the standard norm. (Bereiter

1966, Doutch 1964) The sooiolinguist will observe, instead, that the

linguistic system of speakers of one group may differ from the lin-
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guistio wystem of speakers of another group. To one extent, members

of either group may be disadvantaged in their attempts at oommunica-

ting with the other. This is not to dopy that it may be desirable

for speakers of the lower socio-eoanomio group to learn the system

which will enable them to survive and thrive in a larger oontext.

But it does suggest that the teadher's and researdher's relationship

to that linguistic system begin with a reoognition of its adequacy,

perhaps even beauty. lUrthermore, this reoognition of the adequate

systematioity of this linguistic system suggests that measurement

of the nonstandard, speaker's auditory disorimination, reading ability,

intelligence, adhievement, or any other aspeot of his education be

done in sudh a way that a true measurement of these thingm can be

attained. One would hope, for example, that a dhild's inability to

produce or reoognise a contrast between /I/ and A/ before nasal

consonants, as in pin vs. is, would not be oonsidered failure if,

within his linguistic system, sudh a oantrast does not exist. One

would also hope that his inabiliAy to produos or recognise sudh a

oontrast would not be considered inadequate auditory discrimination.

One would further hope that this inability would not be attributed

to excessive noise in his lower sooio-eocnowic home, the blare of

television or ths squalor of ghetto life. Jtst as it would sees

ludiorously unfair to label all orientals as deficient in hearing

because they have difficulty with English /r/ and /1/, it ime un-

fortunate that speakers of nonstandard English are said to have

difficulty discriminating a dialect whidh has a sommihat different

system from their own. Me eubtle distinotions produced by some

Southerners in the words, a hired man, a hod man, a hard man,

a Howard man and hide man might easily be used against testors

who fail to a000unt for systematio dialeot differenoes in auditory
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discrimination tests (MoDavid 1969).

As for other standardised tests, one oen only yonder how much

better black dhildren would do on measures of verbal skills, in-

telligence and aohievement if linguistio and cultural differences

were amounted for in the production of these tests.

One issue in which sociolinguistic researoh osn be helpfUl

in language tea:thing, then, is in identifying the issue of the

systematioity of the language under investigation and how this

systematioity may interfere with the eduostor's attempt to use a

ohild's language in measuring intelligenoe, peroeption or various

Skills. This rmognition is long overdue in almost every aspect

of @tenderised testing the Amerioen sohools.

LinKuistio Features

Sociolinguists are also deeply involved in identifying and

analysing the linguistio features whioh set off ono sooial group

from another. Although there are ourrently available several

"aro:wry lista" of features said to be charaoteristio of nonstandard

ilnalish, they generally tend to oversimplify and frequently are mis-

leading (Non-Standard Dialects 1968, is a case in point).

An important question, of oourse, is: "How much do ve need to

know about a linguistic feature in order to teach about it?" In

this respect, the "grooery lists" are extremely usefulpfor earlier

research by Anne B. &ghee has clearly revealed the general inability

of teachers even to identify the featuree which they oonsider prob-

lems in their students' speech (Hughes, 1967). Only 10% of the

Teachers in &ghee' study of Detroit Head Start Teachers shoved clear

evidenoe of understanding that the so-oalled non-verbal ohild has

language which my be perfectly appropriate for certain, but not all,
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ciroummtanoes in life. One third of the teachers characterise& the

dieadvautaged child's greatest problem as his failure to speak in

sentences and/or oomplete thoughts. Other oommon observations about

the language of the sadvantaged ohild inoluded statements about

their limited vocabulary, their slurring words together and their

dropping en& of words. Nven though 406 of the teachers reoognised

that their students have some sort of unusual phonological activity

at the ends of words, not one oould deecribe these features in

terms satisfactory enough to be diagnostically woeful. What is

even more distressing is that 10 of these timbers observe that

disadvantage& children do not talk at all and 10% observe that these

students do not talk at home.

This inability of teadhers to describe nonstandard language

with any degree of diagnostic usefulness has suggested that we try

to disoaver the vocabulary of socially meaningAd terms with whioh

people oan evaluate speedh. Labov observed this phenomenon in his

study of the subjective reactions to language of New Yorkers

(1966: 405). Recent researdh in Detroit used the semantio differential

scale using polar adjectives as a device for laymen to express their

evaluations of tape reoorded speech segments (Mt:ye Ducats and Wolfram,

1969). For each segment, listener-judges were asked to use the

following scale:

aikward . . : : : : : graoeful

tense

informal

thiok

incarrect

relaxed : : : t 2 t

:formal : : : :

thin : :
.
. : : : :

oorreot : : : : . : :
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These and ten other males were also used in conjunotion with the

Judges' assessment of various speech oonoepts (Detroit Speedh,

Negro Speedh, Vbite Southern Speedh, Britith Speedh and Standard

Speedh) in an effort to disoover neaningttl terminology by whidh

laymen oan talk about social distinctions in language.

While this researdh into the vocabulary of meaningful terms

for identifying social features of speedh in oondnoted, linguists

are slowly and pa:zstskingly describing the linguistic features

themselves. Labov's analysis of five phonologioal features in

New York speech was publiehed in 1966. Wolfram has mina,' oomp-

pleted an anslysis of four phonologioal and four grammatioal features

of Detroit Negro slnedh (Wahum, 1969). ShIgn Wolframand Riley

dealt with two grammatical features and ono phonological feature

(in addition to some preliminary anslyses of myntax) in the Detroit

Dialeot Study (Slug, Wolfram and Riley, 1967). lisold has done

preliminary researdh on the low vowel system of a cross.seotion of

Detroiters (rasold, 1968) and is currently studing various features

in Washington, D.C. Now Lsbov has extended his New Tort researdh

to include several more features in New York (Labor, 1968) and

Crockett and Levine have added to our knowledge of re partioularly

in the Piedmont (Levine and Crodkett, 1966). With all of this

researdh, however, acmes several important questions. How goner-

alisable are any of these descriptions from one city to another?

Although all of the aforementioned linguists are dealing with a

broad section of the population, the clear foous has been on tbe

speech of minority groups and further researdh must be done on the

speedh of the middle clam's, Southern whites and rural Negroes,

to mention only a few groups, in order for us to get a olearer focus

of our target group in a realistic linguistic oontext. PUrthermore,



not all of the analyses done thus far are in complete &gramma with

e aoh other. Research on invariant be in Negro speech, for example,

has thus far yielded as many analyses as there are analysts./

To the oasual observer, it mey seen that these features are

real4 no different then those noted in the "grooery list" approach

criticised earlier in this paper. And, to certain extent, this

is true. One example of the differamoe, however, may be noted.

la the Nev York City Board of Education's Non-Standard Jialect it

is reported that for nonstandard speakers the -3t cluster reduoes to

-s in words like test, toast and post (p. 13). ln fact, hoverer,

this reductics also oharacterises standard Rocilish speakers in the

emir:matt before oonsonants. The gr000ry list is partly right but

it does not tell the whole story either.

It may be oonoluded then, that if materials developers had only

the analysis found in Non-Standardliaeots, they would not l'rov

exactly vhat the child's beginning point really is and they would not

know enough about the relationship between the environmental oon-

straints and the social status of the speiker in order to focus and

moquenoo tha materials effectively. Moll of the sociolinguistic

analysis noted earlier addresses itself specifioally to these and

other relationships.

Determining Strategies

Besides contributing to our knowledge of the systematic nature

of a language and identifying the linguistic features whioh oontrast

between leavers systems, sooiolinguistio research has oertain thing,

As soon as possible these various analyses will be published in

the Urban Language Series at the Center for Applied Linguistics

under the tentative title, Current/no/points Toward ,Nonstandard
"Be" (eds. Shuy and ftsold).
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to se; about strategies for presenting these facts. For exampl, knowl-

edge about how people resat to language features gives um insight for

classrms engineering on the basis of what is generally oonsidered

most crucial or noel stigmatising. This kiwi of information is of

utmost importance if we are to avoid spending time teaching agaiust

features which the general public doe* not reoognise as stigmatising.

1. Disoovering Cruciality

Insight of this sort, for example, has been revealed in what might

be called a heirarohy of oruciality oonosrning the three generally

reoognised categories of language: lexioon, phonology and grammar.

Mich of the currently available oral language materials for poor bloke:

children focusses on matters of pronunciation (Golden 1965, Lin 19649

&rot 1965). This is perhsps excumsbler, for the demand for:materials

always preoedes the demand for research upon which materials are blued.

At the time in which this demand first begmn to be satisfied it appeared

to many people that teaching seandard English to nonstandard speakers

involved primarily teaching them to pronounoe English in a standard

manner. Onoe sociolinguistic research into non-standard lbglish began,

however, it became clear that the mminstream of Amerioan society

tolerates phonological variation considerably more than it tolerates

gremmatioal variation.2 To be sure, there are oertain pronunciation

variants whioh are more stigmatised than others, just as there are

oertain grammatioal variations which seem more tolerable than others.

Ibis measure of the tolerance range of social scoeptability for

linguistic features is extremely difficult to oalculate and, at present

we oan do little more than speculate about how it might be established.

It would appear, in addition, that lexical variations tend to be

the most tolerated of all.
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It 1 olves seeing the linguistic feature in relationship to a number

of complicated matrioes such as social class, situation (small group

context), style (narration, reading, etc.), frequency distribution

of the feature and delineation of the exaot linguistio environment in

which the feature occurs. Social Class. The matrix of social olase$P

described extensively by Lab= (1966, 1960) by Shur, Wilfram and Riley

(1967), by Shuy, Berets ane Wolfram (1969) and by Wolfram (1969).

It is not our intention to Aetail the techniques or results of

these researdh projects here but rather only to generalize that in

both their objective use of language and in their subjeotive reactions

to language, peopl of different mocio-eocnomio groups tend to perform

differently. Labov observes that although their language usage shows

considerable class atratifioation, people of all sooial classes seem

to ehare similar nor's about languagg (Iabov 1966: 450). This vould

suggest that all classes have similar toleranoe ranges when listening

to the stigmatised linguistic features. On the other hand Shgy,

Wolfram and Riley sumest that clues to sooial sensitivity oan be found

also in the oral production of these forms as they are seen in relation

to certain social characteristics (1967: III, 67). They observe that

the contnsst of the sharp social stratifioation obsorvableyfor example,

in multiple negation with the gradual or gradient stratification found

for pronomiml apposition reflects a generally sharper sensitivity

for the feature whioh is most clearly stratified. This sensitivity

may be a measure of group tolerance of a feature. That is, on the basis

of the sharp stratifioatiot observed for multiple negation one would

predict a general intolerance for this feature in the speech of those

who do not uoe it. On the contrary, the general insensitivity to

pronomnal apposition would probably mske this feature more tolemble.



BUt whatever the methods for disoerning it are, social olass oertainly

must enter into any measure of the toleranoe range of aoceptibility.

Situation. The matrix of linguistic situation is tremendously *pork-

tent for say aoourate assessment of the social stigmatisation of a

linguistic feature. Although very little more than exploratory and

prOgrommatic information exists in this area, it seems obvious that

people talk somewhat differently in different social groups. Dimly

researdh whidh attempte to obtain information of this sort has been

done by Gumpers (1964) in India and oonsiderabl ourrent thinking on

this sUbjeot has been done by Hynes (1964) and Ervin-Tripp (1968).

Mk.. Style is another matrix in which the social tolerance range

can be observed. An example of this kind of =sear& can be seen in

Wolfram 1969) who oomputed the frequency distribution of various

gremmatical and phomologioal features soross the styles of narrative

and oral reading observing, in eadh oase, a greater tendency toward

the meinetreas norm in the reading style.

Frequency Distribution. Frequency distribution, itself, provides a

matrix for measuring this range of social toleranoc Noting that the

mere occurrenoe of a linguistio feature is ambiguous unless it is

seen in relations:hip to a constant, Shuy, Wolfram and Riley utilise

the oonoept of the potential 000urronoe (1967: III. 9). That is,

eadh occurrence of a stigmatt=a teature such as multiple negation

indefinites is seen in relation to all 000asions in which

multiple negatives might hare 000urred in that position. The resultUNg

ratio provides a measurable and meaningful indioation of frequency

distribution.

Environment. The need for observing the exact linguistic environment

in which the stigmatised feature occurs is perhaps the most crucial

matrix of all. If we are to say anything meaningful about the tolerance
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range of social stigmatisation we must by all means. wet th tosture

in its proper linguistic environment. Otherwise our observation will

be no more precise or useful than those of the Detroit teaoher who

stated that children in her class drop the endings of words. Reefer&

on simplifioation (or reduction) of syllable final oonsonsnt clusters

is a oase in point. It is useless to note the reduction of -st

clusters to -s before alveolars or voiceless frioatives. As noted

earlier, Standard Engligh speakers, in most styles and situations,

will delete the /t/ in these environments. Although it is linr.

guietioally actrmLie (in terms of language as code) to do so, it

would be sooiolinguistioal4 (in term of language as behavior) meaning-

less to simply say that t is deleted in final st clusters. More

userolimuld be to state a sooiolinguistio rule for which there is

some sort of ()contrast between different groups of speaker..

The matrices in whioh a tolerance range of social stigmatisation

or acceptability suet be measured, than, include social class, sit-

uation, style, frequency distribution and linguistic environment.

Onoe a given feature has been set in these matrioes, perhaps we can

more precisely and realistioally observe its tolerance rauge4 Such

an observation might tell um, for example, that the oonsonant oluster

reduction rule operates primarily with the working classes, especially

in peer epee& and to a lesser extent in group-external speech, more

strongly in the oasual style but, to slightly lesser extent in the

oarefUl or oonsultative style as well, to a specified frequency

distribution and in the linguistic ervironment proosoding vowels or

silence. A really useful statement, of oourao, would replace the

phrases, pimarily, ospecially, lesser-extant, more straggly, LI11t...4

lesser-extant and specifitid in the preoeeding sentence with some more
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przoicse quantitative information. Tbe °contrast between the items

in ea& matrix would then specify the toleranoe range between item.

2. Pmering Tambora &Materials

Onoe the basic sociolinguistio researoh has identified and fully

desoribed the linguistic features to be taught and set them in a

realistic toleranoe range based on !auto= of social class, situation,

style, frequemay distribution and linguistic environment, re are ready

to think about methods of teadhing (this is not to soy that any teachp.

ing must reit until mu& analyses are finiSbed. Bather it suggests

that if this =sear& is done first vs will be better able to do this

teaching).

Am in the case of most tesio swear& of this sort, not all

knowledge is direotly transferable to students and not all of

it is necessary for teachers to know. )aterials developers stand

to benefit the most, for they can use this ldnd of information 1.)

to sero in precise/7 an the speakers rho have these stigmatised

features, 2.) to put these feature in their realistic language sit-

uations, 3.) to anticipate vae_ation a000rding to the oonstraints of

style, 4.) to build materials around the realistic oonoept of ooni-

trastive frequency distributions rather than oonsistent preseqcoe or

oomplete absence of a feature and 5.) to ocostruct exercises which

utilise the detailed description of the feature in its lineuicp.::

environment, avoiding overgenexalisations of ths sort found tm the

"'roomy list" approaohes noted earlier.

Teachers, however, also =mire considerable attention in the

use of nu& knovledge. Currently moct teachers are tatined in the

single standard appro.& to language variat!on. Of oonmiderable

value would be pre-servioe training in language varieties based on
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both geograPhy and sooio-eoonomio status. And while we ars at it, why

not let them in on what we know about language variety based on style

(Joos 1965), race (Wolfram 1969, Shuy 1969a), sex (Shuy 1969b) and

age (wolfram 1969, 'Isola 1960? Somewhere in their training,teaohers

should be disencumbered from many of the current faShionable ideas

about the so-oall.ed non-verbal ohild (pinta, 1964) and about the,

language based oognitive defioits biaok ohildren are supposed to have

(Dereiter, 1966). It would be extremely useful, in fact, if these

teachers would be given chanoe to hear black children talk outside

of a sahool oontext. EVen the laboratory experienoe of sitting and

listening to long tips reoorded narrations) would be step in the

right direotion. Of oourse, step by step analysis of the linguistic

features of nonstandard English would be helpfUl in demonstrating the

systematioity of this kind of language as well as details of how it

worke. One important danger of suoh training, however, is the

inplication that onoe trained such teachers are immediately trans-

formed in attitude ann oompetenoe or that their training automatically

enables them to construct adequate olassroom materials. On the 00D-.

tretrypsuch training is only the requisite beginning step that educators

must take. ln an area in whioh attitudes have been in-grained for so

many years we oannot expeot immediate renewal even after the now

knowledge has been aoquired. And as for the oonstruotion of class-

room materials, let us not delude ourselves into believing that even

a well trained teacher idth healthy attitudes is oompetent to produoe

good or usable olassroom mterials. Yet this assumption is widely

held today and is manifested in oountless summer workehops in which

the aim is to get teachers together to produoe the ourriaulmm for

the following year. Students in a Shakespeare °ours() may be able to



write a sonnet but their produot is in no way expected to compete

with those of their model. Why it is that the teaching profession

has assumed that teaohers are, per se, materials developers is a

mystery to many people.

3. Finding Clues to Seoulegias the Instruotion

Wolfram has reoently observed that since some features of non-

standard are more socially obtrusive than others, they should be given

precedence in the teaching materials (Wolfram, 1969). Be also deals

with the problems of the relative social diagnosticity of items as

they interseot with other sooial and linguistic principles such as

the generality of rules, the potential frequenay of items. Wolfram

also suggests that since grammatical features tend to stratify the

population more sharply than phonologioal features, tbe standard

EWA& equivalent of non-standard grammatioal categories should be

introduoed first.
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Conclusion

In this paper,ve have tried to provide a brief orervire of some

of the ways in which recent sooiolinguistio research is contributing

to our knowledge of language teaching. The foous has been on tbe

Amerioan urban situation, especially as it relates to poor black

children. Although we as yet have no empirical evidenc for support,

these oontributions seem to be generalizable to sooial dialect dif-

forenoon in other languages as well. One of the greatest deterrents

t4 describing such situations in the past has been our Isok of tools

and frameworks in which au& studies oould be made. The oonoepts

noted in this Merithe linguistic mutinous, the linguistio variable

and the linguistic situation, ompled with the development of quan-

titative measurement in linguistio analysis and a wider approadh to

linguistic fieldwork (amounting for a broad speotrum of socio-

eoonomio groups and styles) are leading to a realistic assessment of

the smiel dimension of language.

Certain pedagogic's.' strategies are growing naturally out of

this researdh, for it is obvious that a more detailed analysis of

the feature being taught will suggest aspeots to follow and thing to

avoid. Furthermore, a oarefUl analysis of the essential oontrasts

between the foous and target forms suggests that foreign language

teaching toohniques be seriously oonsidered in bidialeotal or

biloquial eduoation (Stewart, 1964). The mot ways in which these

techniques oan be applied to native language learning are still not

formulated but, at this stage, it appears clear that some of these

techniques, including repetition drills, are not very usefUl and that

ve face a number of different problems in developing smond dialeot

learning pedagogy. Surprisingly, perhaps, ve have learned that even
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the linguistio analysis in our =sear& suggests strategies for

pedagogy, espemially in the sequecoing of lessons dealing with

these stigmatised features.

As is often the oase at the beginning avower& nada out*

as this, the investigating scholars are bumbled at the enormity

of the problem. But the excitement of disoovery shows no signs

of wearing off and, if the rest of the academia oommity will ham

patience with us, we should be able to add a significant dimension

to the extant knowledge of language tesdhing.
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